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You are invited to spend an evening with some 

 

NATURAL PORN KILLERS (II) 
 

On: __________________________________________ 

 

Location:_________________________________________ 

 

Time: __________________________________________ 

 

Tel:   ________________Email: _____________________ 

 
 

 

RSVP 

 

 

The “Pounda Porn Awards” are taking place at the Heavenly Pleasures Hotel.  The cream of 

the Blue Movie industry are attending, all hoping to win a coveted “Golden Roger”.  But 

halfway through the evening tragedy strikes.  Famous porn film director MAX CUMMINGS, 

53, expires with a bullet in his chest.  And it turns out that one of the following industry 

stalwarts prefers gun shots to cum shots! 

 

BUTCH MACHO, 36, 

Handsome, Hung, Macho Porn Star 

 

BROOKE TORRENTS, 38, 

Former Porn Mega-Star turned singer 

 

CALISTA VICE, 40, 

Ruthless, Determined Studio Boss 

 

SWING BOTHWAYS, 33, 

Bisexual Actor, Writer & Director 

TATIANA ROCKSOFF, 26, 

Feisty, Fearsome, East European Starlet 

BIG BONER, 23, 

Young, Innocent, Flaxen-Haired Farm Boy 

 

CHINA ROSE, 21, 

Flirtatious Oriental Beauty 

 

You are invited to assist 

 

CAPTAIN JACK DOFF, 55, 

Strong, Tough, Oversexed Police Officer 

LIEUTENANT SPARK, 28, 

Ambitious Young Law Enforcer 

 

Discover Whodunnit! 
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POUNDA PORN STUDIOS 
 

Pounda Porn Studios are one of the major players in the LA Blue Movie industry.  The 

studios were set up by Calista Vice and Max Cummings.  Calista is the senior partner.  She 

provides the business acumen.  Max, who was Pounda Porn’s Chief Film Director, provided 

the creative flair.  In his time Max directed some of the industry’s major stars, including the 

one time porn mega-stars Butch Macho and Brooke Torrents.  Max was briefly married to 

Brooke. 

 

THE PORN AWARDS 

 

Calista Vice had the brainchild of “The Pounda Porn Awards”, an awards ceremony to 

celebrate key achievements in the world of blue movies.  Held at the Heavenly Pleasures 

Hotel, the cream of the blue movie world attended the ceremony, hoping to be honoured with 

a “Golden Roger”.  Calista compered the first half of the show.  Max was to compere the 

second half.  During Calista’s half, four Golden Rogers were awarded. 

 

• Best Director – Swing Bothways 

• Best New Cummer – Big Boner 

• Best Cock Gobbler – Tatiana Rocksoff 

• Most Copious Spunk Shot – Butch Macho 

 

THE PORN PHONE 

 

Calista’s section of the show ended with her telling the guests about Pounda Porn’s new 

product – the Porn Phone.  Although an everyday mobile phone, it features a special “porn” 

button.  By pressing this, users can text a request to Pounda Porn’s film database requesting 

a five minute film of any type of sexual action they please.  The Pounda Porn database 

immediately transmits them a film clip of the desired subject.  Calista finished her 

promotional spiel by showing a short film of major porn stars endorsing the phone. 

 

MAX’S LAST KNOWN MOVEMENTS 

 

There was then a half hour break for guests to refresh themselves at the bar and pick up 

free Porn Phones from the Pounda Porn stand. 

 

Max Cummings, who was due to present the second section of the show, spent the first 

fifteen minutes of the break in the bar, mingling with his guests.  He was talking to the Indian 

porn sensation, Bunny Baboor, when his Porn Phone rang.  Miss Baboor states that the 

caller was female, and that she overheard the woman telling Max that she had to see him 

immediately and that she would be waiting outside his hotel room.  Max, who had a room on 

the third floor, apologised to Miss Baboor and left the bar.  A hotel employee saw him getting 

into one of the main lifts. 
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DISCOVERY OF THE BODY 

 

There are two main lifts that service all floors and which can be accessed from the front of 

the hotel lobby.  However there is a lesser used lift hidden round a corner at the back of the 

hotel lobby.  This lift, as well as accessing all floors, can also be used to access the fifteenth 

floor smoking balcony.  This balcony, well hidden away, is little frequented. 

 

Towards the end of the break Miss China Rose, Pounda Porn’s most recent recruit, 

summoned the back lift to visit her room.  When the lift arrived and the doors opened, Miss 

Rose broke into terrified screams.  Max Cummings’ dead body lay on the lift floor. 

 

CRIME SCENE DETAILS 

 

Police medics say that Mr Cummings was shot at close range in the chest.  Death would 

have resulted within a minute. 

 

Lying beside Mr Cummings was an unsmoked cigarette and a Golden Roger award. 

 

Mr Cummings’ Porn Phone was missing from his body.  It was later found outside the hotel 

beneath the 15th floor smoking balcony.  Police deduce it had been thrown from the balcony.  

The 15 storey drop meant the phone has been smashed beyond repair and no call or text 

information can be extracted from it. 

 

INVESTIGATION 

 

Captain Jack Doff, of the Los Angeles Police Department, was responsible for security at the 

award ceremony.  He is therefore leading the investigation into Max Cummings’ death.  He is 

being assisted by Lieutenant Spark, also of the LAPD. 

 

Captain Doff has identified seven main suspects who are all closely connected with the dead 

man.  He believes Max’s murderer will turn out to be one of these people.  To assist him in 

his enquiries he has assembled a probing panel of porn stars.  These stars have worked 

closely with both the dead man and the seven suspects.  Jack, believing their inside 

knowledge will assist him to solve the crime, has given them a free rein to interrogate the 

suspects. 
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YOU ARE INVITED TO TAKE THE ROLE OF 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STRONG, TOUGH, OVERSEXED POLICE OFFICER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My name is Captain Jack Doff, a strong, tough, oversexed member of the Los Angeles 

Police Department.  I am aged 55.  I was in charge of security at the awards ceremony 

tonight.  I was present throughout the entire evening and I view it as an impertinence that 

someone decided to commit a murder on my watch.  I am therefore determined to discover 

the guilty party.  And it so happens that through knowledge that I don’t want to reveal yet, I 

already have a good idea who the guilty party is…  (Give a long hard look at Tatiana 

Rocksoff). 

 

I am being assisted by a colleague from LAPD headquarters, Lieutenant Spark.  The 

Lieutenant was not present at the evening’s events, and is therefore not a suspect.  I am not 

too easy having Lieutenant Spark as my subordinate in this investigation.  The Lieutenant is 

a very ambitious character, and I believe has an eye on my job. 

 

Now, let me explain how the evening will progress... 

 

 

 

JACK DOFF, 55, 




